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What's so special about Shivaji? In this new, compelling book from author Leida Wheeler, find out more
about Shivaji ... Shivaji Bhosale, with the royal title Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj, was a Maratha sovereign
who founded the Maratha Empire, which, at its peak, covered much of the Indian subcontinent,
encompassing a territory of over 2.8 million km??. Shivaji as an aristocrat of the Bhosle clan led a resistance
to free the Maratha people from the Sultanate of Bijapur and the Mughal Empire and established a Hindavi
Swarajya. He created an independent Maratha kingdom with Raigad as its capital. He was crowned as
Chhatrapati of the Maratha empire in 1674. He established a competent and progressive civil rule with the
help of a well-regulated and disciplined military and well-structured administrative organizations. He also
innovated rules of military engagement, pioneering the "Shiva sutra" or ganimi kava, which leveraged
strategic factors like geography, speed, surprise and focused pinpoint attacks to defeat his larger and more
powerful enemies From a small contingent of 2,000 soldiers inherited from his father, he created a
formidable force of 100,000 soldiers. He built and restored forts located strategically on land & sea for
secure lands and coastline. He revived ancient Hindu political tradition & court conventions, and promoted
Marathi and Sanskrit in court and administration usage. He is well known for his strong religious and warrior
code of ethics and exemplary character. He was recognized as a great national hero during Indian
Independence movement. So, what seperates this book from the rest? A comprehensive narrative of Shivaji,
this book gives a full understanding of the subject. A brief guide of subject areas covered in "1680 Deaths -
Shivaji" include - - Shivaji - Early life of Shivaji - Battle of Pratapgarh - Battle of Kolhapur - Battle of Pavan
Khind - Battle of Umberkhind - Battle of Chakan - Battle of Surat - Treaty of Purandar (1665) - Battle of
Sinhagad - Ashtapradhan And much, much more ... Find out more of this subject, it's intricacies and it's
nuances. Discover more about it's importance. Develop a level of understanding required to comprehend this
fascinating concept. Author Leida Wheeler has worked hard researching and compiling this fundamental
work, and is proud to bring you "1680 Deaths - Shivaji" ... Read this book today ...
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From reader reviews:

Michael Trumbo:

In other case, little men and women like to read book 1680 Deaths: Shivaji. You can choose the best book if
you love reading a book. Providing we know about how is important a new book 1680 Deaths: Shivaji. You
can add information and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, mainly because
from book you can realize everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you will find yourself
known. About simple factor until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we could open a book as
well as searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel bored to go to the
library. Let's learn.

Kathy Woodward:

Typically the book 1680 Deaths: Shivaji will bring you to the new experience of reading a book. The author
style to describe the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to learn, this book very ideal to
you. The book 1680 Deaths: Shivaji is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-book from
the official web site, so you can easier to read the book.

Paulette Rodriguez:

On this era which is the greater individual or who has ability to do something more are more precious than
other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you must do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to have a look at some books. One of the books in the top listing in
your reading list is definitely 1680 Deaths: Shivaji. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry
Inclines can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking upward and review this reserve you can
get many advantages.

Katherine Holt:

Reading a publication make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
from your book. Book is written or printed or descriptive from each source this filled update of news. With
this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media social
such as newspaper, magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic. You can add
your knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just seeking the
1680 Deaths: Shivaji when you necessary it?
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